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The notion of a fibrant diagram was introduced by Edwards and Hastings. The limit of a 
fibrant diagram coincides with its homotopy limit. A process of rectification of homotopy 
coherent diagrams has been introduced by the authors. The homotopy limit of a coherent diagram 
is the limit of its rectification. In this paper we show that rectified diagrams are fibrant and we 
give applications to homotopy limits and also to a construction of a cat”-group from a 
homotopy coherent n-cube of spaces. 
Introduction 
In their work on Quillen model category structures on categories of diagrams, 
Edwards and Hastings [lo, Section 3.2, pp. 57-711 introduced the notion of a fibra- 
tion of diagrams and hence that of a fibrant diagram. They give a characterisation 
of these fibrant diagrams as follows: 
Suppose C has a Quillen model category structure satisfying condition N [lo, 
p. 451 and let L be the category associated with a cofinite strongly directed set 
(again, see [lo]), then a diagram X in CL is fibrant if and only if for each i in L 
the natural map from X(i) to Limj,iX(j) is a fibration. 
Every diagram can be replaced up to weak equivalence by a fibrant diagram and 
the (Edwards-Hastings) homotopy limit of a diagram is the limit of any fibrant 
diagram weakly equivalent to it. 
Fibrant cubes also have an application in the theory of cat”-groups of Loday 
[14]. Steiner uses them to obtain a ‘resolution’ of a space that allows one to define 
the cat”-group associated to the space. 
Homotopy coherent diagrams have recently been studied by the first author [3-61 
and with the second author [7,8]. In these papers, simplicially enriched category 
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theory is used to prove results on categories of homotopy coherent diagrams. One 
of the tools used several times in these notes has been the concept of a homotopy 
coherent Kan extension, extending the homotopy limit of an Pfunctor as defined 
by the first author and Bourn in [l]. In particular the ‘rigidification’ or as we now 
prefer, ‘rectification’ of a homotopy coherent diagram is one example of a ‘coherent 
Kan extension’. If X is an L-indexed homotopy coherent diagram in a complete 
locally Kan y-category B (cf. [7] for the notation and terminology) then there is a 
commutative diagram X coherently homotopically equivalent to X. This diagram 8 
is the rectification of X. If X itself is a commutative diagram, X need not be the 
same as X, but limr? will be homotopically equivalent to the Bousfield-Kan 
homotopy limit of X. This suggests the following question: let X be an A-indexed 
homotopy coherent diagram in a complete locally Kan simplicial category B, and 
let X be the corresponding rectification, is X a fibrant diagram? 
We attack this question here for two reasons, firstly to try to shed some more 
‘constructive’ light on the Edwards-Hastings homotopy limit in at least some of the 
interesting categories in which it exists, and secondly to check one of a number of 
steps in a tentative construction of a cat”-group from a simplicial group. This con- 
struction was sketched by Loday at the Homotopical Algebra Conference at Bangor 
in 1985, but it seems that the details have never been published. 
1. Rectification and coherent ends 
We will work with simplicially enriched categories (P-categories) and simplicially 
enriched functors (y-functors). A basic reference for enriched category theory is 
Kelly [13]. 
The ideas behind homotopy coherence and the link between it and y-category 
theory can be found in [3,4,7]. We will freely use the basic ideas from these papers 
without giving all the details. 
An y-category B is locally Kan if for each pair of objects X, Y of B, the simplicial 
set B(X, Y) is a Kan complex. Examples of locally Kan 2?‘-categories include: 
(i) Top, with Top(X, Y), = Top(X x d “, Y); 
(ii) 9Ab or more generally 9(Mod A), the category of simplicial modules over 
a ring A; 
(iii) C(Mod A), the simplicially enriched category of chain complexes over a ring 
A; 
(iv) Kan, the Pcategory of Kan complexes. 
To any small category A, one can associate two @categories: 
(a) A itself with the trivial S-category structure in which each A(X, Y) has no 
non-degenerate simplices in dimensions higher than 0, i.e. it is the set A(X, Y). 
(b) S(A) obtained by using the free-forget adjoint pair from the category of small 
categories to that of graphs (with distinguished identity loops) (cf. [3,7]). 
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There is an augmentation Pfunctor 
K:S(A)+A. 
They have the following properties: 
(c) A-indexed homotopy coherent diagrams in Top (a la Vogt [17]) correspond 
to 9-functors from S(A) to Top. (We therefore extend the term ‘homotopy 
coherent diagram’ accordingly to allow an arbitrary @category, B, as codomain.) 
(d) Given any actual commutative diagram X: A + B of type A, the ‘obvious’ 
homotopy coherent diagram obtained from it by adding trivial homotopies in all 
dimensions is precisely the Pfunctor XK: S(A) -+ B. 
(e) For each pair of objects X, Y of A, the induced simplicial map 
K(X, Y) : S(A)(X, Y) + A(X, Y) 
is a homotopy equivalence. In fact there is a homotopy inverse to K(X, Y) but this 
homotopy inverse will not be compatible with compositions. 
As before let B be an S-category and B an object of B. We thus get two 9-functors 
and 
B(B,-):B+c!P 
B(-, B) : BoP -+ 9 
where 9 is the category of simplicial sets. We say that B is tensored if for each B, 
B(B, -) has a left adjoint (which is denoted - 0 B) whilst B is cotensored if, again 
for each object B of B, I%(-, B) has a right adjoint (denoted B(-, B)). Thus if B is 
tensored and K is a simplicial set, there is a natural isomorphism 
9% B (4 -)) = B (K 0 4 -) 
and if B is cotensored then 
g(K, B(-, 4) = M-3 B(K, B)). 
These operations allow formation of, for instance, a type of cylinder functor 
d [l] @ - : B -+ B or a cocylinder B(d[l], -), linked in with the natural homotopy 
theory within B. This homotopy theory is especially rich when B is locally Kan. 
The next input that we need comes from the theory of simplicially coherent Kan 
extensions initiated by the first author in [5]. A concise introduction to this theory 
with a detailed discussion of the basis for the construction can be found in [4]. 
Assume A is a small category and F : S(A) + B is a homotopy coherent diagram 
in B. Supposing X and A are objects in A and II is some non-negative integer, set 
w(X,A), = u A(X,A,)xS(A)(A,,A,)x...xS(A)(A,,A) 
.%,...,A, 
where the disjoint union is taken over all (n + 1)-tuples of objects of A. These 
simplicial sets for different n are linked by natural face and degeneracy simplicial 
maps making v(X,A) into a bisimplicial set. 
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For any bisimplicial set Y., . , we will denote by Diag Y, , . the diagonal simplicial 
set. Denoting the standard n-simplex in 8 by o[n], we have a description of 
Diag Y., . as a coend 
WI 
Diag Y., . = Y,,. xA[nl. 
(The reader in need of enlightenment on ends and coends is referred to MacLane 
[151.) 
For any cosimplicial simplicial set, or more generally for any complete y-category 
B, and any cosimplicial object, Z:, in B, the Bousfield-Kan total object Tot(Z1) 
is defined by the end 
Tot(Z:) = 
J 
B(d bl, m. 
tn1 
Just as B(K, X) for Kin 9, XE B, can be thought of as being the object of ‘maps 
fromKto X’, so Tot(Z1) is a ‘mean cotensor’ or the object of cosimplicial maps from 
the cosimplicial simplicial set d (where d tnl is d [n]) to Z:. If Xis an object of B there 
is a cosimplicial simplicial set B(X, Zl) and Tot(B(X, ZI))=B(X, Tot(Z:)). For 
F : S(A) + B, B a complete g-category, we define 
F:A-+B 
by 
P(X) = 
i 
B(Diag yl(XA), (F(A)). 
A 
We note the following properties of p (cf. [7]): 
(i) The augmentation K: S(A) --f A induces a coherent map 
a*:pK+F 
and for each A in A, a*(A) is a homotopy equivalence (thus if B is locally Kan, a* 
induces an isomorphism in the corresponding category Coh(A,B), cf. [7]). 
(ii) If, as we have assumed, B is complete we can form the limit of fl. Equally 
well we can form the homotopy limit of F. As F is assumed to be a homotopy 
coherent diagram, the version of the homotopy limit that should be used is that due 
to Bourn and the first author [l] rather than that of Bousfield and Kan [2], which 
is only defined for commutative diagrams. (We also refer the reader to [4] by the 
first author in which a more detailed analysis of this homotopy limit is made in the 
case where B = Top.) 
We note that for any complete P-category B and any functor F : A ---f B, the limit 
of F can be written as an end, 
LimF= 
s 
B(d ]Ol,F(A)), 
A 
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where A [0] is here the constant functor on A with value d[O] in 9 We thus get 
Limp= s,8(419], lAB(Dlag t@GA),F(A))) 
= B(Diag ~(X,4,%9) 
X,A 
X = (Die 
= B(Diag (S(A)/A), F(A)) 
A 
where S(A)/A is the bisimplicial set with 
@(N/A), = A !_! A S(AK%,A,)x~.- xS(A)(&A). 
0, 7 n 
However this is the formula given in [l] for holim F. Thus we have holim Fz Lim P. 
(iii) The rectification E can be given as a ‘total’ functor associated with a 
cosimplicial B-valued functor. More precisely we note 
P(X) = i%(Diag v(X,A),F(A)) 
A 
= h(A[n], Y (F, X)“) 
n 
where Y(F,X)“={, B(I,v(X,A),,F(A)). Thus Y(X)’ is a cosimplicial object in B. 
We also note that if Y’ is any cosimplicial object in B and X is any object in B, 
then B(X, Y ‘) is a cosimplicial simplicial set and 
’ Tot(B(X, Y’)) = 
i 
i?‘(A [nl, BW, Y”N 
n 
z IS(X, B(A[nl, Y”)) 
n 
we have 
ZIj x, ( s w [nl, Y”) n > 
z JS(X, Tot(Y l )). 
Using this sort of formal manipulation, we can reduce arguments in an arbitrary 
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complete locally Kan g-category to the case of Kan-valued diagrams within 8 itself. 
For instance, we will say that a morphismf: Y -+ Z in B is a fibration, provided that 
for any X in B, IS(X,f) : B(X, Y) + B(X, Z) is a Kan fibration. (In particular if B 
is tensored, this has an interpretation in terms of a homotopy extension property.) 
2. Rectifications are fibrant 
We suppose now that A is a category associated with a strongly directed set (we 
will not assume the condition ‘cofinite’). The @category B will now be always com- 
plete and locally Kan. 
Suppose F: A -+ B is a diagram in B. We will say that F is fibrant if it satisfied 
the Edwards-Hastings fibrant diagram condition: 
For each A in A, the natural map 
F(A) -+ k;y F(B) 
is a fibration. 
We note briefly that because our conditions on A and on B are slightly different 
from those of Edwards and Hastings, we do not claim that there is a Quillen model 
category structure on Func(A, B) for which this condition implies that F-t 1 is a 
fibration. We intend this only as a useful, but formal, condition at this stage. 
We wish to investigate, not an original functor F, but the rectification P of a 
homotopy coherent diagram F: S(A) + B. 
We first turn our attention to theory of simplicial sets and note the following from 
Bousfield and Kan [2, p. 2471: 
If i : A -+ B is a cofibration and p : X --f Y a fibration of simplicial sets, then the 
map 
(i, p) : hom(B, X) -+ hom(A, X) X hom(B, Y) 
hom(A, Y) 
in 9 is a fibration. 
A similar result holds for cosimplicial sets [2, p. 2771. We note that if Z is any 
object in B and Y(F,X) is the cosimplicial object introduced earlier, then 
B(Z, Y (F, X)) is a fibrant cosimplicial set since each level consists of a Kan complex. 
We need to analyse E(X) more deeply. Firstly, we note for any object X of B, 
E(X) G ss %A bl x WV, A),, -9 F(A)) n A 
A[n] x u A(X,A,)x-.. 
ACh....A, 
1.. x S(A)(A,,A,) x ... x S(A)(A,,A), F(A) 
> 
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x fl A(~,~o)x~(A)(~o,~,)x...x~(A)(~,-,,~,), 
Ao, . . ..A. 
s %WWMW’(A)) A 
u A(X,A,)x**~ 
,413 . . ..A. 
... xS(A)(A,,A,)x--. xS(A)(&,,&),&4.) 
z - n B(A(X,A,) x ... 
Ao, .. ..A. 
1.. x S(A)(A,,A,) x .a- x S(A)@&- ,,4J,WI,)) 
> 
. 
Thus if A is any object of B, 
Ii&y E(B) 
We need to recall here that in A, ‘B<A ’ means there is a single morphism from 
A to B, A -+ B. It is thus clear that ColimBcA A(B,Ao)=A(A,Ao) for all A0 except 
A0 =A since the comma category A 1 A has an initial object. However A(A, A) con- 
tains an identity whilst Colim,<A A(B,A) is empty. Although this may seem 
strange, we will interpret this within the category 8 of simplicial sets as stating that 
the natural morphism 
Colim A(B,A,) + A(A,A,) 
B<A 
is a cofibration for each object A, of A. This implies that for any Kan complex X 
Y?(A(A,Ao),X) -9 CB”,‘lm N&&),X 
( > 
is a fibration. We can, in particular, apply this to @(Y, Z) for Y, Z objects in B to 
obtain that each 
FS(Y,B(A(A,A,),Z)) --t B Y,B Colim A(B,A,), Z 
( ( B<A >> 
is a fibration, i.e. the map 
B(A(A,A,), Z) -+ B Colim A(B,A,), Z 
B<A > 
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is a fibration. We thus get, in particular, that this is true for Z=B(S(A)(&,A,) x *a. x 
S(A)@,, ,,A,), &A,)) and hence that the product of these maps over all Ae, . . . , 
A, is a fibration. However this interprets exactly as saying that the natural map 
is a fibration, hence we have proved the following: 
Proposition 1. Let A be a strongly directed set, and B a complete locally Kan 9 
category. For any homotopy coherent diagram F in B of type A the rectification, 
p, of F satisfies the Edwards-Hastings fibrant diagram condition. 0 
Remark. Of course since the only way in which we used the fact that A was a 
strongly directed set, was to state that 
was an inclusion, it is clear that the above result is true for homotopy coherent 
diagrams indexed by categories satisfying this condition. We have not tried to 
characterise such categories. 
3. Comparisons of homotopy limits 
In a complete locally Kan Y-category, B, one has a cocylinder functor B(d [I], -) 
and hence a rich homotopy theory. Several of the examples of homotopy theories 
that satisfy condition (N) of Edwards and Hastings [lo] have this form. More exact- 
ly in these examples B is complete and cocomplete, and both cylinder and cocylinder 
functors exist. At present it is not known to the authors if there are purely 
categorical conditions on B which are equivalent to the underlying category of B 
having a closed model structure satisfying condition (N). (Some work on this area 
has been done by Kamps and the second author [12].) Because of this lack of 
knowledge, we will place ourselves in a complete and cocomplete locally Kan 
P-category B for which the resulting homotopy theory satisfies the Quillen axioms 
plus condition (N). In such a situation, if F: A + B is a functor with A a strongly 
directed (cofinite) indexing category, then both the Edwards-Hastings homotopy 
limit holim,, F of F and the Bourn-Cordier homotopy limit of FK: S(A) + B are 
defined. 
The Edwards-Hastings homotopy limit of F is defined only up to weak 
equivalence and an explicit model of this weak homotopy type is not given by their 
proof of its existence. The result on rectification just proved, however, implies that 
the Bourn-Cordier homotopy limit of FK, holima, FK, is such an explicit model of 
holim,, F. The importance of this result is two-fold: firstly it provides a link be- 
tween the Edwards-Hastings homotopy limit and that of Bousfield and Kan [2] 
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since the work of Bourn and the first author in [I] provides a common framework 
for both. It also links their work with that of Vogt [17] since, as pointed out in [4] 
by the first author of this paper, the differences between Vogt’s construction and 
that of [l] are due to the different multiplications used on the unit interval together 
with a different choice of ‘diagonal’ for constructing a simplicial set from a 
bisimplicial one. 
This result also provides workers in strong shape theory (who often prefer to work 
with the Edwards-Hastings homotopy limit) with the possibility of using spectral 
sequence and other methods that result from the description of holima, FK as a 
total complex of a cosimplicial object. 
4. Fibrant n-cubes and cat”-groups 
Loday in [14] introduced cat”-groups. A cat’-group is essentially an internal 
category object in the category of groups. In Loday’s elegant formulation this 
becomes the following: 
A cat’-group G=(G;s, b) is a group G with two endomorphisms s, b of G 
satisfying 
(i) sb=b, bs=s, 
(ii) [Ker s, Ker b] = 1. 
The cat’-group G is equivalent to a crossed module bl : Ker s -+ Im s (cf. [14, Lem- 
ma 2.11). 
A cat”-group consists of n-independent cat’-group structures on the same ‘big 
group’ G; more precisely a cat”-group G = (G;si, bi, . . . , s,,, 6,) consists of a group 
G with n cat’-group structures (G;s,, b,), . . . , (G;s,, b,) satisfying 
(iii) if i#j, Sibj=bjS;, SiSj=SjSi, b;bj=bjb;. 
The group G is called the big group of the cat”-group G (whilst the little group is 
the intersection nr= 1 ker s;). 
Gilbert [l l] has shown how to construct a cat”-group from a fibrant n-cube bas- 
ing his construction on the ideas of Loday [14]. He proves the following two 
lemmas: 
Lemma 2. Let f: X+ Y be a map of (n - 1)-cubes of spaces and regard it as an 
n-cube Z. Then Z is fibrant if and only if f is a fibration of (n - 1)-cubes of spaces 
and Y is fibrant. 0 
(Here ‘fibration of (n - 1)-cubes’ is to be understood in the sense of Edwards and 
Hastings [IO]). 
Lemma 3. Suppose f : X+ Y is a fibration of (n - 1)-cubes of spaces with Yfibrant. 
Define an (n - I)-cube W by setting 
W(i) = X(i) yyij X(i). 
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Then the projection on the first factor p : W +X is a fibration and hence determines 
a fibrant n-cube. 0 
The construction of the ‘fundamental group’ of a fibrant n-cube depends on 
repeated use of Lemma 3 together with the following observation of Loday: 
If p : X-+ Y is a fibration of pointed spaces, then rcr(X x ,X) is a cat’-group. 
We omit the details, referring the reader to the clear exposition given in Gilbert’s 
paper [ll]. 
Loday’s construction of a functor from pointed spaces to cat”-spaces can either 
be completed by using Steiner’s results [16], which construct a fibrant n-cube from 
a pointed space using an inductive argument reminiscent of that in Edwards and 
Hastings [lo] or following an idea of Loday (at the Homotopical Algebra Con- 
ference at Bangor, 1985) by using simplicial groups. This method, which we will il- 
lustrate in low dimensions below, is based on the following obvious corollary of our 
main result. 
Corollary 4. There is a functor from the homotopy category of homotopy coherent 
n-cubes of pointed spaces to the category of cat”-groups given by firstly taking the 
rectification, then applying the functor that forms the fundamental cat”-group of 
a fibrant n-cube. 0 
Remark. The functor from the category of n-cubes of pointed spaces to cat”- 
groups noted by Loday [14] may thus be seen as being a composite of the natural 
functor from n-cubes of spaces to homotopy coherent n-cubes of spaces, and this 
functor. It is significant to note that as the first functor is obtained by composition 
along K : S(A) + A and the second by a coherent Kan extension along K, one has 
here a process that is yet another example of the monad/triple resolution type of 
situation. 
Any connected homotopy type can be represented by a simplicial group. If K, is 
a simplicial set (and it is more easy to work with reduced simplicial sets so we assume 
K, has only one element) then the associated simplicial group G, = GK, is the loop 
group on K_, i.e. GK, is the group with generators X, XEK,,, and with relations 
sax= 1 for every XE K,. The face and degeneracy operators are given by 
d@ = (d,x)(dox)P1, diR=d;+lX, SiR=S;+,X. 
It is easy to prove that for each n 2 1, n,_ i(G,)= 7rr,(K_) (cf. Curtis [9] for a 
sketch). The proof that GK contains all the information on the homotopy type of 
K then uses the I?’ construction (cf. [9, p. 1361). Thus to construct a cat”-group 
from a homotopy type we may as well work within the category of simplicial groups 
instead of simplicial sets. All simplicial groups are Kan complexes, but B Gps is not 
a full subcategory of Kan so some care may need to be taken when checking that 
our constructions remain within PGps. 
We will need to use n,, instead of TC, when constructing the cat”-group of a 
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simplicial group. As an indication of the sort of easy algebraic results that can be 
used to interpret our result, we note the following two versions of a simple result. 
Proposition 5. (i) Zf (G,,s,, t.) is a simplicial cat’-group, then (q(G.),s*, t*) is a 
cat’-group group. 
(ii) Zf N, is a normal subsimplicial group of a simplicial group G, , then the inclu- 
sion induces a crossed module 
no(N.) --f rro(G,). 
Moreover all crossed modules arise like this. 0 
(The idea behind the second statement is that fibrations between simplicial groups 
are simply epimorphisms in each direction, so fibres of fibrations are simply kernels, 
i.e. normal subsimplicial groups.) 
Our first observation is that any simplicial group G, yields a simplicial group 
morphism r$ : Go+ G_ . Here we have written simply Go for what is more correctly 
written K(Go,O), i.e. the simplicial group with Go in every dimension and with all 
face and generacy operators being the identity. Working within Kan, the category 
of Kan complexes, we consider @ as a diagram of type (0, l} and turn it into a 
fibrant diagram 6 (in fact this is just the usual process of replacing C$ by a fibration). 
The explicit end formula for 6 shows that 6: Go + G_ , i.e. that @ and 6 have the 
same codomain, that Go is a simplicial group and by the general results on rec- 
tification given in [7] we know that the natural map of diagrams: 
= 
Go - G . 
has p a homotopy equivalence. As 6 is a fibration, it is an epimorphism and we ob- 
tain (Ker 6, Go, i) as its associated kernel. The crossed module associated to G, by 
this is then (rceKer 6, rcoGo, i,). Explicit formulae for 6 etc. then enable one to 
identify this more conventionally. Firstly zOGo= noGo and as Go is shorthand for 
K(Go, 0) we get rro(Go) = Go (with the isomorphism being explicity given). We next 
find 
rco(Ker 6) = 
Ker dd 
d,(Ker df fl Ker d:) 
with the map from no(Ker 6) to Go induced by dl. 
If one tries to extend this too naively to dimension 2, one has apparently a pro- 
blem; the ‘obvious’ square is 
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dl 
G, - G 0 
do I . 0 
0 
Go - G . 
(1) 
but this is not commutative in general. Of course it is homotopy commutative (and 
in fact homotopy coherent) since there is an obvious homotopy from G, x d [l] to 
G, joining the two composites. In fact we need to redraw the square as 
Go - G . 
(2) 
We can easily rectify such a homotopy coherent square to obtain a fibrant square 
of simplicial groups and hence a crossed square. Again the explicit formulae given 
above allow one to identify this crossed square up to isomorphism, namely as 
Ker di fl Ker df 
do<nfz, Ker d:) 
- Ker d’ 1’ 
I I 
Ker dh ’ (5 
(3) 
The various structure maps can, with some difficulty, be calculated, however ad hoc 
calculations become more difficult in dimension 3. Here one gets a homotopy 
coherent cube 
do 1 
Go 
7 Go d, dl 
Cl - - 1 ?( “A
-G . 
(4) 
Half the faces are properly commutative, but the three faces containing G, as a 
vertex are homotopy coherent in the same way as before. This structure yields six 
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d,d, 
.J 
do do 
Fig. 1. 
123 
homotopy coherent three simplices. Again one needs to subdivide and some of the 
resulting homotopies can be chosen to be trivial. 
Any homotopy coherent diagram as in (2) can be represented by a ‘face diagram’ 
@dl = @dl @do 
.-.-.* 
Similarly any homotopy coherent tetrahedral diagram yields a homotopy coherent 
face diagram in the form of a square (i.e. like (2) but without necessarily an identity 
homotopy in one of the two triangles). Doing this for each of the six tetrahedra in 
the subdivided version ofe(4) we have to make certain that the homotopies can be 
chosen in a coherent way. In fact it is clear from general filling arguments that they 
can without difficulty. One such choice of homotopy is shown in Fig. 1 (vertices 
represent composites of faces, all need to be preceded by @J to get the correct 
diagram). 
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Thus diagram (4) can be made homotopy coherent in quite a natural way. Apply- 
ing the previous theory we thus obtain a fibrant cube of simplicial groups and can 
form a cat3-group associated to G, . We will not give an explicit description of that 
cat3-group here as it will form part of a second paper (by the second author) in 
which the general case will be studied in detail. 
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